
Chapter V

Reinvention

Reinvention is about finding new ways of looking at something that already 
exists. Could something that already has a purpose, a meaning, a design adapt a 
different role in an ever evolving setting? When the city around it evolves, what 

happens to something designed by and for a former paradigm?
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5.1
Background

Background Background

Transformation
Since this project deals with an already existing building, the 
project will face a challenge to explore different possibilites for 
new uses in a new type of visionary future.

Infrastructure
The project “Lagerhuset” is located at a key location in our 
site, where the main transportation road will pass next to this 
old warehouse building that today houses offices, restaurants, 
culture organizations etc. The intersection of this building 
together with the main road will be a challenge.

Verticality
The main ideas of our system was to implement functions in 
multiple vertical levels. To inhabit the full space around us, so to 
speak. This project will explore how to use all available vertical 
spaces inside and outside this building.

Nature/Water/Farming
In the borders of this project, the building and infrastructure 
will merge together with a wetland that households both 
natural ecosystems and perhaps some form of human activity 
in the form of agriculture. How this building meets those 
preconditions and adds to the larger system will be a red thread 
throughout.
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Lagerhuset
Through the ages

Lagerhuset was built in 1920 as the first free 
warehouse where wares from across the globe 
could be stored, tolled and sent out to the 
country. Already in 1922, the market outgrew 
the building, which led to the construction of 
Frihamnen. Thus, Lagerhuset instead became 
a regular warehouse where Arla stored dairy 
products for many years.

Masthuggskajen and its surroundings was 
most commonly used for shipping industry 
and warehousing. At this time, the harbours 
was the soul and spririt of Gothenburg.

Today, modern activities such as offices, res-
taurants, culture groups has inhabited the 
building. In its prime spot, close to Järntorget 
ans Stenpiren, but also just a short walk from 
the inner city, it has the potential of appealing 
to many visitors.

Facade facing southwest

Ground floor

BackgroundBackground
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The building was originally built to store wares in the top four 
levels, before they could be processed by customs on the ground 
level. This activity needed easy movements vertically and along 
its axis, and thus, this symmetrical easy accessible building was 
built.

 At the time, Järntorget, outside of the cities boundaries, 
was the main harbour for export and import and Lagerhuset 
served the purpose of processing several of the products aiming 
to find their way into the city through Rosenlundskanalen. Be-
cause of this, you could say Lagerhuset was a gateway into the 
city for trade. 

Modern context of Lagerhuset’s forecourt.

Background Background
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5.2
Contextualize

ContextualizeContextualize
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New location

In our new designed terrain, Lagerhuset finds itself in the middle of the delta of where Vallgraven meets Göta Älv, 
durrounded by a wetland that houses both wildlife of birds and animals, but also humans in water related activities or 

farming of different kinds. Since people still at expected to work here, and that hopefully more will pass by on their 
way out towards the water, Lagerhuset functions as a stepping stone outwards but also a transportation checkpoint, 

where multiple paths collide.

Contextualize 11Contextualize
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When developing Lagerhuset and the island upon which it is located, I negotiate between expanding the volume and 
giving back area to the wetland. A way to implement terracing in this system, some form of internal terracing is ex-
plored. The human footprint is focused to the buidling itself. This, I call contraction.

Section with proposed expansion and rethought use.

Lagerhuset in the context of new flows.

Contextualize Contextualize
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5.3
Possibilities

5.3.1
Division for focus

5.3.2
Contraction

5.3.3
Internal terracing

5.3.4
Addition and reuse

Possibilities

Facade facing northeast

Possibilities
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Detail reference 

Detail argument

Division for focus

A possibility for minimal impact on the surrounding wildlife could be to use the interior of Lagerhuset for transpor-
tation. By cutting out parts of the building, a path could go straight through the building, and thus noise from human 
acitivity echo internally between the building and doesn’t disturb nature. Hopefully, this will help animals feel safer in 

the new surrounding wetland.

When adding a terraced typology to Lagerhuset, problems with 
daylight arise. In order fulfill the requirements for natural day-
light in the building, it would need to be “cut open” to let in light. 
In a different scenario, one could use the deepest and darkest 
spaces for storaging or other non light-needing activities.

18Possibilities Possibilities
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Contraction

By contracting and focusing movement patterns and social 
spaces to the spaces inside and between buildings, spaces that 

surround the building can be left to nature.

When adding a terraced typology to Lagerhuset, problems with 
Without the vertical accessability of terraces and internal flows, 
we need to use more of the space at horisontal ground level. Hu-
man footprint expands across the island and nature gets small or 
no space to thrive.

When adding a terraced typology to Lagerhuset, problems with 
With social areas and flows focused inside and/or inbetween of 
the building, surrounding areas becomes calmer for wildlife to 
flourish, farming and fishing possibilities increase. 

20Possibilities Possibilities
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Internal terracing

The system of the area depends on the phenomena of terracing as a mean 
of gathering and directing water. When working with this already existing 
building, terracing isn’t the easiest form or function to achieve. The terrac-
ing is also important to define the vertical levels in what we call the rain-
forrest system, thus creating space for nature to thrive. In Lagerhuset, we 

could work with a form of “internal terracing” that makes use of the interi-
or of lagerhuset to effectively gain verticality. 

The internal terracing allows for easier transportation vertically, enhanc-
ing accessability. It also allows for sunlight to reach the innermost parts of 
the building when the sun is low, during winter (i.e. when most sunlight is 

needed)

Sunrays

Sunrays

Paths

Model of interior spaces of terracing.

Possibilities Possibilities
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Addition & reuse

The building has a clearly defined structural pattern. It is de-
signed that way because of historical logistical reasons (i.e. easily 
adaptable rooms with easy connections), and this structural pat-

tern could be expanded in order for the expansion to function 
effectively with the old building.

The building was originally designed to move wares up and 
down the different levels for storaging, custom processing or 
sending them away. One could argue that today, the building is 
not used fully to the way it was designed. Could we make use of 
more spaces inside of Lagerhuset by connecting them to ex-
panded structures? 

Different structures could be added to the existing one, all offer-
ing different architectural affects.

Possibilities Possibilities
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5.4
Method

Method

Original method letting watercourse define height of sticks.

Method
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Origin of method

The method used for the terrain design consisted of constructing a grid och 5x5 meters, where at each vertex, a stick 
was placed. This stick gets a z-value which defines a point in space, which together with every other point makes up a 

terrain.

The method had difficulties in defining negative/interior spaces since the sticks can not be cut off when defining a 
vertical level. In order to work with these kinds of spaces, I needed to let the points define quadrants that in turn de-

fine surfaces. This way, multiple surfaces at different levels can be processed in the same model.

Terrain of Pustervik constructed with the morphometric method.

Method Method
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The expanded structure defines a 
quadratic pattern.

The expanded structure derived from 
Lagerhuset’s structural plan.

Surfaces defined by four pillars.

Surfaces connect between four pillars at 
different heights representing floors.

The relation between the surfaces define 
the internal connections and the form of 
the terraces. They connect with slopes, 
scarps or steps.

Method Method
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5.5
Design

Design Design

Model of design
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Section facing northwest
Scale 1:300

Design Design
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Scale 1:500

Facade

Scale 1:500

Situation

Scale 1:500

Facade facing soutwest

Scale 1:500

Floor 2

DesignDesign Design
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Observatory

Educational purposes

Farming storage

Plan, level 2
Scale 1:200

Greenhouse

Offices

Restaurant / Activities

Design Design


